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Social Bookmarking Service Now Only $25.00

Social bookmarking involves linking sites within the various forums, blogs and message boards on social
networking websites, blog sites and content centric sites like Digg.

Nov. 12, 2008 - PRLog -- Tampa, Florida, USA  -- DNA Vertical, Inc. can now manually socially
bookmark your websites, press releases, blogs, blog posts, and more to approximately 100 social
bookmarking sites for only $25.00 US.

Founded in 2004, DNA Vertical believes in using social bookmarking submission as a powerful search
engine marketing tool and most SEO experts agree.

Social bookmarking involves linking sites within the various forums, blogs and message boards on social
networking websites, blog sites and content centric sites like Digg. Considered a better alternative to
submitting a website on blogs, manual social bookmarking is a simple, convenient and hassle-free way of
making sure that your site is noticed and marketed in the right circle.

Users can place orders by navigating online to http://www.dnavertical.com/socialbookmarkingservic... and
entering a URL for social bookmark submission along with up to three keywords. DNA Vertical ensures
that every site is first indexed for the intended target audience, so only sites with a suitable page rank and
pedigree are selected. All links are strictly one-way and permanent. Their service is tuned in to the
ever-changing world of search engine optimization. With the implementation of context-sensitive search
algorithms and with the advent of more personalized search results for users, submission of content to a
social bookmarking site is a no longer a matter of trial and error.

"The DNA Vertical Social Bookmarking Service is a inexpensive and powerful service which has served
many customers with great success" - David Almodovar, CEO

Visit http://www.dnavertical.com/socialbookmarkingservic... for more information.
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